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ABSTRACT
Many studies have reported a musical advantage in perceiving lexical tones among nonnative listeners, but it is unclear whether this advantage also applies to native listeners, who
are likely to show ceiling-like performance and thus mask any potential musical advantage.
The ongoing tone merging phenomenon in Hong Kong Cantonese provides a unique
opportunity to investigate this as merging tone pairs are reported to be difficult to
differentiate even among native listeners. In the present study, native Cantonese musicians
and non-musicians were compared on their discrimination and identification of merging
Cantonese tone pairs to determine whether a musical advantage in their perception will be
observed, and if so, whether this is seen on the phonetic and/or phonological level. The tonal
space of their lexical tone production was also compared. Results indicated that the musicians
outperformed the non-musicians on the two perceptual tasks, as indexed by their higher
accuracy and faster reaction time, particularly on the most difficult tone pair. In the
production task, however, there was no group difference in various indices of their tonal
space. Taken together, musical experience appears to facilitate native listeners’ perception,
but not production, of lexical tones, which partially supports a music-to-language transfer
effect.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Music and spoken language (speech) share many commonalities including the use of similar
acoustic cues (e.g., pitch, duration, loudness, etc.) as well as the same mechanisms and
resources to process these cues (Besson et al., 2011; Patel, 2008). One line of evidence to
support this is cross-domain transfer, the phenomenon that expertise or ineptitude in one
domain (e.g., music) may lead to a facilitatory or inhibitory effect in the other (e.g., speech;
Alexander, Wong, & Bradlow, 2005; Liu, Patel, Fourcin, & Stewart, 2010; Tillmann, 2014).
A large part of cross-domain transfer research has focused on the transfer between
musicality and linguistic pitch. For example, relative to non-musicians, English-speaking
musicians were more accurate in perceiving emotions based on speech prosody (Thompson et
al., 2004) and in discriminating and encoding lexical tones (Burnham et al., 2014; P. C. M.
Wong et al., 2007), the building blocks of tone languages in which pitch, along with
consonants and vowels, distinguishes lexical meaning. In addition to large pitch changes such
as perceiving differences across lexical tone categories, musicians also have increased
sensitivity to fine-grained linguistic pitch than non-musicians. For instance, relative to nonmusicians, musicians were better able to detect subtle incongruous prosodic patterns in
speech (Magne et al., 2006; Marques et al., 2007) and to discriminate pairs of lexical tones
with small interval differences, such as those from a synthesized tone continuum (Zhao &
Kuhl, 2015). Tone language listeners, too, exhibited cross-domain transfer of pitch, when
perceiving non-native lexical tones (Cooper & Wang, 2010). On the other end of the
musicality continuum, listeners with congenital amusia (or tone deafness), who have
difficulties perceiving and producing musical pitch accurately (Ayotte et al., 2002), tend to be
poorer at differentiating the prosodic patterns of statements and questions (Hutchins et al.,
2010; F. Liu et al., 2010) as well as lexical tones (F. Liu et al., 2016; Tillmann et al., 2011).
These examples are taken as evidence of a shared processing mechanism of pitch; though the
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accounts differ in the underlying source of transfer (Asaridou & McQueen, 2013). For
example, transfer effects seen among musicians may be due to the enhancement of general
auditory skills from extensive musical training (Kraus & Chandrasekaran, 2010) and/or the
heightened attention to particular acoustic cues relevant to listeners’ experience (Ong et al.,
2016). On the other hand, deficits in music and speech processing in congenital amusia are
likely caused by a domain-general pitch processing impairment (Vuvan et al., 2015).
While many studies have shown transfer effects with non-native stimuli, it is unclear
if this would similarly be observed among listeners perceiving native stimuli. Though it is
rarely investigated directly, some insight can be gained from previous studies. When
explicitly ignoring the effect of musicianship, even though Mandarin listeners had larger
difference limens for frequency (DLFs, or the threshold to discriminate two frequencies) than
English listeners (Stagray & Downs, 1993), they nonetheless showed stronger categorical
perception to Mandarin tones than English listeners (Yisheng Xu et al., 2006). While not
explicitly mentioned that participants varied in their musical experience, Taiwanese
Mandarin listeners also showed stronger categorical perception to Taiwanese Mandarin tones
to French listeners (Hallé et al., 2004). Thus, based on the findings across these studies, it
seems that tone language experience, rather than musical experience, afforded tone language
listeners the advantage in perceiving native stimuli at least in comparison to non-tone
language listeners. It remains unclear if musical experience will provide tone language
listeners with any additional advantage. A direct comparison on the effect of musicianship
among tone language listeners, particularly among native listeners, is rarely studied,
presumably because ceiling-like performance are to be expected and thus mask any crossdomain transfer (Lee & Lee, 2010; Maggu, Wong, et al., 2018).
The ongoing tone merging phenomenon in Hong Kong Cantonese may circumvent
this issue and provide a unique opportunity to investigate this (Maggu et al., 2016). Standard
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Cantonese has six distinct tones, three of which are level tones (high-level Tone 55 (T55),
mid-level Tone 33 (T33), and low-level Tone 22 (T22)) and three dynamic tones (high rising
Tone 25 (T25), low falling Tone 21 (T21), and low rising Tone 23 (T23)). Certain tone pairs
are said to be in the process of merging, presumably due to the acoustic similarity between
them, language contact, and the growing influence of Mandarin in Hong Kong (Mok et al.,
2013; Mok & Zuo, 2012). Three such pairs identified to be merging are (i) T25 and T23; (ii)
T33 and T22; and (iii) T21 and T22 (Fung & Lee, 2019). These ‘tone mergers’ are said to be
difficult for some native Cantonese speakers to differentiate in perception and production,
though there are large individual variations in its manifestation. For example, some have
difficulty with just perceiving or producing the tone mergers in a distinctive way and others
have difficulty with both (Fung & Lee, 2019). The mechanism may also be different for
different individuals: for example, some merge the two rising tones as either T25 or T23, and
others merge the two as an approximate between them (Bauer et al., 2003; Fung et al., 2011;
Kei et al., 2002). Most studies on tone merger have only looked at the younger population
and we are unaware of any that have systematically compared the demographic details of
those that merge tones (‘tone mergerers’) and those that do not (but see Fung & Wong (2010)
on some preliminary evidence of younger adults showing less accurate T25 production than
older adults). In the present study, we used tone mergers as a tool to investigate whether
musical training may enhance native listeners’ perception and production, in order to
elucidate cross-domain transfer effects among native listeners.
A previous study examined this question by comparing native English and native
Cantonese musicians and non-musicians on discriminating the merging tone pairs in both
speech and non-speech contexts (Mok & Zuo, 2012). The native speakers were also
compared on the tonal space of their lexical tone production. Since the tones in the merging
tone pairs are said to be produced similarly, the assumption, then, is that a larger tonal space
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index for each merging tone pair would suggest that the two tones in that pair were more
differentiated in their production than a smaller tonal space index. The authors found an
effect of musicianship only among non-tone language listeners, suggesting that musical
experience has little influence on native listeners’ perception and production of lexical tones
(i.e., similar in their discrimination performance and tonal space index, respectively). While
the paper has shed light on this topic, several issues need to be addressed. Firstly, the study
only had a discrimination task to index perception, which relies on sensitivity to lower-level
acoustic/phonetic cues, and so it remains to be seen whether differences may be observed for
higher-level perceptual tasks such as an identification task, which is more sensitive to
phonological processing. Secondly, the scores in the previous study were still quite high
(native Cantonese musicians and non-musicians had a group mean of approximately 98%),
which suggests that the tone language listeners may be performing at ceiling and therefore
mask any group differences. Finally, there were only approximately 10 participants in each
comparison group, and so the study may be underpowered.
The present study addresses these issues directly to investigate whether musical
experience may have an effect in the perception and production of native lexical tones that
are difficult to differentiate (i.e., merging tones). Specifically, we extended Mok and Zuo
(2012) by comparing a larger group of native Cantonese musicians and non-musicians (n =
26 in each group) on three tasks: (i) discrimination of the merging tone pairs in speech and
non-speech contexts, given that differences in performance have been observed depending on
the context (Burnham et al., 2014); (ii) identification of the merging tone pairs; and (iii)
lexical tone production. Given previous findings, we hypothesized that musicians would
outperform non-musicians in their perception and production of these merging tone pairs.
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II. METHOD
A. Participants
Participants were 52 native Hong Kong Cantonese speakers recruited using advertisements
through mass mail services at the Chinese University of Hong Kong. Half were musicians
(defined in the present study as having at least six years of formal extracurricular musical
training in the present study; 20 females and 6 males, Mage = 23.65, SDage = 6.24; Mmusical
training =

11.12, SDmusical training = 3.63) whereas the other half were non-musicians (defined as

having at most two years of formal extracurricular musical training in the present study; 18
females and 8 males, Mage= 23.42, SDage= 6.49; Mmusical training = 0.46, SDmusical training = 0.81).
The two groups did not differ in their age (t(50) = 0.13, p = .897) nor gender distribution
(χ2(1) = 0.10, p = .765). We conducted a power analysis using G*Power (Faul et al., 2007)
and determined that our sample size is above that required (i.e., n = 18 per group) to achieve
at least 80% power with alpha = .05 to detect a significant interaction between Tone and
Group (of a small-to-medium effect size, f= 0.2) in an ANOVA. All had normal hearing,
defined as pure-tone thresholds of 25 dB or less on each ear for frequencies 0.5, 1, 2, and 4
kHz. Participants gave their written informed consent prior to participating. The Institutional
Review Board of Northwestern University and The Joint Chinese University of Hong Kong –
New Territories East Cluster Clinical Research Ethics Committee approved the study
protocol.

B. Stimuli and Tasks
1.

Discrimination task

We used speech and non-speech stimuli of four tone pairs, taken from previous studies (F.
Liu et al., 2016; A. M. Y. Wong et al., 2009), in the discrimination task. Three of the tone
pairs were the merging tone pairs (T21-T22, T22-T33, and T23-T25) whereas the fourth
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acted as a control tone pair (T25-T55). Within each tone pair, the tones were carried by the
same syllable, which resulted in a minimal pair of real Cantonese words (/min21/ 綿 ‘cotton’
- /min22/ 麵 ‘noodle’; /bei22/ 鼻 ‘nose’ - /bei33/ 臂 ‘arm’; /jyu23/ 雨 ‘rain’- /jyu25/ 鱼,
‘fish’; and /tong25/ 糖 ‘candy’ - /tong55/ 湯 ‘soup’). The speech stimuli were produced in
2004 by a male native Cantonese speaker in a sound-attenuated room. The monosyllabic
words were produced in a carrier phrase /ŋɔ23 wui33 tuk2 __ pei35 nei23 thɛŋ55/ (“I will
read __ for you to listen”), which were later extracted from the carrier. Each stimulus was
produced five times in a random order, and the best token for each monosyllabic word was
chosen by three native Cantonese speakers with four years of phonetic training. To create the
non-speech tone pairs, the F0 values were first extracted from the speech stimuli, which were
then used to be synthesized as hums using the pulse-pitch option on Praat. The resulting
hummed sounds were then low-pass filtered at 1900 Hz. The amplitude contours from the
original speech sounds were extracted and applied to the hummed sounds. Each pair was
normalized for duration and amplitude, and so the only difference between the tones in each
pair is their F0, fundamental frequency (see Figure 1 for the pitch contours of the stimuli
used).
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Pitch contours of the stimuli
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Figure 1. Time-normalized F0 contours of the stimuli used.

Participants completed an AX discrimination task, in which they had to indicate using
a keyboard response whether the tone pair presented were the same or different. The task was
presented in blocks by Stimuli Type, with the order of speech and non-speech stimuli
counterbalanced across participants. Within each block, there were 80 stimuli pairs (4 tone
pairs x [2 same + 2 different trials] x 5 repetitions), and the interstimulus interval was set at
500 ms. The trials were presented in randomised order for each participant. The task was
preceded by practice trials with a different set of stimuli to familiarize participants with the
task procedure.

2.

Identification task

The speech stimuli from the discrimination task was also used as stimuli for a two-alternative
forced-choice identification task. On every trial, participants were presented with a speech
stimulus and they had to indicate which of two characters presented on the screen they heard
9

without any time limit. There were eight distinct stimuli (4 tone pairs x 2 tones), each of
which was repeated five times, resulting in a total of 40 trials, presented in randomised order.
Prior to the actual task, participants completed several practice trials using different stimuli.

3.

Production task

For the production task, following the procedure of a previous study (F. Liu et al., 2016),
participants read aloud six tones on the same syllable /si/, which results in a real word for
each tone: /si55/ 詩 ‘poem’, /si25/ 史 ‘history’, /si33/ 試 ‘exam’, /si21/ 時 ‘time’, /si23/ 市
‘market’, and /si22/ 是 ‘right’. Participants produced those words in a carrier sentence (“下一
個字係 __” [“The next word is __”]) three times per word at a normal pace and in random
order. Their production was recorded using Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2013) with a Shure
SM10A headworn microphone and a Roland UA-55 Quad-Capture audio interface at a
sampling rate of 44100 Hz. Sample recordings from a musician and a non-musician can be
found in the supplementary material (Supplementary Multimedia 1).

C. Procedure
Participants completed the tasks in the following fixed order: (i) tone discrimination; (ii) tone
production; and (iii) tone identification in a sound-proof booth. Each task took approximately
5-10 mins to complete. For the two perceptual tasks (discrimination and identification tasks),
participants’ headphone volume was set at comfortable listening level.

D. Data analysis
Statistical analyses were conducted using R (R Core Team, 2019). Participants’ accuracy on
the discrimination task for each tone pair was scored using d’, in which Hit was defined as
‘different’ pairs being judged as different and False Alarm was defined as ‘same’ pairs being
10

judged as different. This measure thus takes response biases into account and a high d’ score
would indicate higher sensitivity to the tones. We performed a linear mixed effects analysis
using the lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) and lmerTest packages (Kuznetsova et al., 2017) with d’ as
the dependent variable and Group (effect-coded: non-musicians vs. musicians), Stimuli Type
(effect-coded: speech vs. low-pass filtered hums), and Tone Pair (dummy-coded: T25-T55 as
the reference level vs. each of the merging tone pairs, i.e., T21-T22, T22-T33, and T23-T25)
as well as all possible interactions as fixed effects. As random effects, we included by-subject
intercepts. We initially included by-subject random slopes for Tone Pair and Stimulus Type;
however, due to convergence issues, these were removed. For this, and all the other models
conducted in the present study, we tested statistical significance of the fixed effects in linear
models using the anova() function from lmerTest and in generalized linear models using the
mixed() function from the afex package (Singmann et al., 2019). Note that, whereas the
estimates from the mixed models in lme4/lmerTest may be based on a specific contrast (e.g.,
T25-T55 vs. T23-T25), the output from the anova() function (or mixed() function) informs us
of differences between any of the levels within a predictor (e.g., a statistically significant
Tone Pair suggest that at least two levels within the predictor are significantly different).
Subsequent post-hoc comparisons, if any, were conducted using the emmeans package
(Lenth, 2019).
Accuracy on the identification task was scored as a binary outcome
(Correct/Incorrect) and as such, we performed a binomial generalized linear mixed effects
model on the accuracy data. We entered Group (effect-coded: non-musicians vs musicians),
Tone Pair (dummy-coded: T25-T55 as the reference level vs. each of the merging tone pairs,
i.e., T21-T22, T22-T33, and T23-T25) and the interaction between the two as fixed effects.
As random effects, we included by-subject and by-item intercepts. By-subject random slopes
for Tone Pair and by-item random slopes for Group were initially modelled but had to be
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removed due to convergence issues. Participants’ reaction time (RT) on the identification
task, measured from stimulus offset, was based on correct responses only. Following standard
practice, RTs less than 150 ms and more than 2.5 SD of the mean of each participant for each
tone pair were excluded (Ratcliff, 1993). We analyzed the RT data using a linear mixedeffects analysis with log-transformed RT data as the dependent variable and Group (effectcoded: non-musicians vs musicians), Tone Pair (dummy-coded: T25-T55 as the reference
level vs. each of the merging tone pairs, i.e., T21-T22, T22-T33, and T23-T25) and the
interaction between the two as fixed effects. Due to convergence issues, only by-subject
intercepts were included as random effects in the final model. In addition to mixed models,
chi-squared tests were used to compare group differences in response distribution of each
tone within each tone pair. Due to participant unavailability, identification data from seven
participants (musician, n = 2; non-musician, n = 5) were not collected.
For the production task, F0 contours for each tone were estimated using 10 timenormalized points using ProsodyPro (Yi Xu, 2013) on Praat. (Given that the primary focus of
the present study is on pitch, the manuscript will only report results of the pitch analyses. For
descriptive statistics and an analysis on the duration of the tones produced by participants,
please see Supplementary Table 1.) We analysed the production data in several ways. To
model participants’ pitch contour production, we converted the F0 into log scores, which
were then z-score normalized for each speaker. These z-score normalized log F0 were then
subjected to a linear mixed effects model, with Group (effect coded: musicians vs. nonmusicians), Tone (dummy-coded: T55 (reference level), T25, T33, T21, T23, T22), Time
(continuous variable: 1-10), and their interactions as fixed effects. By-subject intercepts and
by-subject random slopes for Tone, Time, and their interaction were included as random
effects. To compare whether the groups differed in their tonal space, following from a
previous study (Mok & Zuo, 2012), a tonal space quotient at the 9th time point was calculated
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for each tone pair of interest, with the larger F0 value in Hz of each tone in the tone pair
being the numerator. The higher the quotient value, the larger the tonal space for that tone
pair, which we take to assume that the tone pair is more distinct from each other. As another
measure of tonal space, we compared the excursion size, defined as difference between the
maximum and minimum F0 in semitones as estimated by ProsodyPro, for each tone. We
assume that the larger the excursion size of each tone, the greater the difference in its contour.
Group differences for these tonal space measures were analyzed using mixed ANOVA
(quotient: Group as a between-subject factor and Time and Tone as within-subject factors;
excursion size: Group as a between-subject factor and Tone Pair as a within-subject factor).

III. RESULTS
A. Discrimination task
For simplicity, only statistically significant estimates of the linear mixed effects model will
be reported (the entire model output is displayed in Supplementary Table 2). As expected,
compared to the non-merging tone pair (T25-T55), d’ was lower for each of the merging tone
pairs (T25-T55 vs. T21-T22: β = -0.35, SE = 0.08, t(350) = 4.54, p < .001; T25-T55 vs. T22T33: β = -0.18, SE = 0.08, t(350) = 2.38, p = .018; T25-T55 vs. T23-T25: β = -0.91, SE =
0.08, t(350) = 11.79, p < .001). Moreover, a significant interaction between Group and T25T55 vs. T23-T25 (β = 0.57, SE = 0.15, t(350) = 3.69, p < .001) suggests that the d’ difference
between the two tone pairs was smaller among musicians than non-musicians. A similar trend
of d’ difference was also seen for T21-T22, but this was not statistically significant (β = 0.28,
SE = 0.15, t(350) = 1.81, p = .072). No other predictors were significant. The omnibus
ANOVA conducted to examine the statistical significance of the fixed effects in the linear
mixed effects model revealed that main effects of Group (F(1,50) = 5.81, p = .020) and Tone
Pair (F(3, 350) = 51.89, p < .001) and a significant interaction between the two (F(3, 350) =
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5.09, p = .002; see Figure 2). Pairwise comparisons on each Tone Pair revealed that
musicians outperformed non-musicians on the T21-T22 (t(148) = 2.05, p = .042) and on the
T23-T25 (t(148) = 4.10, p < .001) pairs.

Discrimination Task
Speech

Tone

*

***

3

*

●

●

***

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

Group

2
●

d'

Musician
●

●

●

NonMusician

●

●

●

●

●

1
●
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●

T21−T22

T22−T33

T23−T25

●

T25−T55

T21−T22

●

T22−T33

T23−T25

T25−T55

Tone Pair

Figure 2. d’ of each tone pair by stimuli tone and by group from the discrimination task.

B. Identification task
From the generalised linear mixed effects model on the accuracy data (see Supplementary
Table 3 for the entire model output), performance on two of the three merging tone pairs
T22-T33 and T23-T25 were significantly poorer than that of the non-merging tone pair T25T55 (T25-T55 vs. T22-T33: β = -1.43, SE = 0.67, z = 2.13, p = .033; T25-T55 vs. T23-T25: β
= -1.39, SE = 0.51, z = 2.74, p = .006). These effects interacted with Group (Group × T25T55 vs. T22-T33: β = 2.93, SE = 0.77, z = 3.78, p < .001; Group × T25-T55 vs. T23-T25: β =
1.91, SE = 0.71, z = 2.70, p = .007), which suggests that difference in performance between
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the merging and non-merging tone pairs was smaller among musicians than non-musicians.
Using the mixed() function, there were main effects of Group (χ2(1) = 4.31, p = .040) and
Tone Pair (χ2(3) = 9.72, p = .020), and a significant interaction between the two (χ2(3) =
24.78, p < .001). Pairwise comparisons on each Tone Pair revealed that musicians
outperformed non-musicians on the T22-T33 (z = 4.20, p < .001) and on the T23-T25 (z =
2.93, p = .003) pairs (see Figure 3).

Identification: Accuracy
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Identification: Reaction time

**

...
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1.00
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T22−T33

T23−T25

Tone Pair

T25−T55

T21−T22

T22−T33

T23−T25

T25−T55

Tone Pair

Figure 3. Proportion correct (left) and reaction time (right) of each tone pair by group from
the identification task. Note that the reaction time plot is displayed using an untransformed
scale for easier interpretation.

The linear mixed effects analysis on log-transformed RT data revealed
complementary findings to the accuracy data (see Supplementary Table 4 for the entire model
output): RT on two of the three merging tone pairs T22-T33 and T23-T25 were significantly
longer than on the non-merging tone pair T25-T55 (T25-T55 vs. T22-T33: β = 0.33, SE =
15

0.03, t(1613.32) = 10.18, p < .001; T25-T55 vs. T23-T25: β = 0.53, SE = 0.03, t(1611.57) =
16.55, p < .001), and these interacted with Group (Group × T25-T55 vs. T22-T33: β = -0.14,
SE = 0.06, t(1613.32) = 2.16, p = .031; Group × T25-T55 vs. T23-T25: β = -0.20, SE = 0.06,
t(1611.57) = 3.14, p = .002), which suggests that the difference in RT between the merging
and non-merging tone pairs were smaller among musicians. In addition, the model revealed
that the RT was marginally longer on the merging tone pair T21-T22 compared to the nonmerging tone pair (β = 0.06, SE = 0.03, t(1611.35) = 1.95, p = .051). The omnibus anova()
function on the model revealed a main effect of Tone Pair (F(3, 1612.49) = 115.36, p < .001)
and an interaction between Group and Tone Pair (F(3, 1612.49) = 4.01, p = .007). Pairwise
comparisons on each Tone Pair revealed that musicians were significantly faster on the T23T25 pair (t(69.1) = 2.60, p = .012) and marginally faster on the T22-T33 pair (t(69.3) = 1.88,
p = .065) than non-musicians (see Figure 3).
We also compared participants’ response distribution for the tone pairs using chisquared tests (see Figure 4). No group differences in response distribution was observed for
tone pairs T25-T55 (T25, χ2(1) = 1.10, p = .294; T55, χ2(1) = 0.00, p = 1) and T21-T22 (T21,
χ2(1) = 0.05, p = .828; T22, χ2(1) = 0.00, p = 1). In contrast, for the T22-T33 tone pair,
musicians correctly identified both target tones more often than non-musicians (T22, χ2(1) =
14.95, p < .001; T33, χ2(1) = 13.46, p < .001). For the T23-T25 tone pair, musicians had more
correct responses than non-musicians for T23 only (T23, χ2(1) = 17.58, p < .001; T25, χ2(1) =
0.06, p = .804).
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Figure 4. Response distribution of each tone pair by group from the identification task.

C. Production task
Figure 5 displays the mean time-normalized pitch contour (in z-score normalized log F0) for
the six tones by group. The linear mixed effects model on z-score normalized log F0 is in
reference to Tone 55 (the output of which may be found in Supplementary Table 5), which
may not be useful for our current purpose, given that we want to determine whether
musicians may differ from non-musicians in their tone realisations in general. As such we
report only the findings on the omnibus ANOVA here. Unsurprisingly, there were main
effects of Time (F(1, 51.67) = 142.37, p < .001) and Tone (F(5, 59.58) = 161.10, p < .001),
and a significant interaction between the two (F(5, 59.57) = 194.26, p < .001), which suggests
that the contour shape is different between the different tones. Importantly, the three-way
interaction between Time, Tone, and Group was not significant (F(5,59.57) = 0.88, p = .499),
suggesting that the change in contour over time was not significantly different between
groups.
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Figure 5. Mean time-normalized F0 contours (in z-score normalized log F0) of the six
Cantonese tones by group. Shading represents 95% confidence intervals.

To determine if there were any group differences in their tonal space, an ANOVA on
tonal space quotient with Group (musicians, non-musicians) as a between-subject factor and
Tone Pair (T21-T22, T22-T33, T23-T25, T25-T55) as a within-subject factor was conducted.
There was only a main effect of Tone Pair (F(3,150) = 26.31, p < .001), with the T21-T22
pair having a higher tonal space quotient than the other pairs (T21-T22 vs T25-T55, t(150) =
7.22, p < .001; T21-T22 vs. T23-T25, t(150) = 7.10, p < .001; T21-T22 vs. T22-33, t(150)
=7.43, p < .001). No effects involving Group were observed (see Figure 6).
An ANOVA on excursion size with Group (musicians, non-musicians) as a betweensubject factor and Tone (T55, T25, T33, T21, T23, T22) as a within-subject factor similarly
revealed only a main effect of Tone. Not surprisingly, the level tones had smaller excursion
size than the dynamic tones (T55 vs T25, t(250) = 7.26, p < .001; T55 vs T21, t(250) = 15.54,
p < .001; T25 vs T33, t(250) = 6.12, p < .001; T25 vs. T22, t(250) = 5.16, p < .001; T21 vs
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T22, t(250) = 13.44, p < .001) and within the dynamic tones, some differences reflecting the
degree of glide change were also observed (T25 vs T21, t(250) = 8.28, p < .001; T25 vs. T23,
t(250) = 4.94, p < .001; T21 vs T23, t(250) = 13.22, p < .001). Importantly, there were no
effects involving Group (see Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Tonal space quotient (left) of each tone pair and excursion size (right) of each tone
by group.

IV. DISCUSSION
The present study investigated whether musical training may benefit native listeners’
perception and production of lexical tones. To overcome the possibility of linguistic influence
and/or ceiling effects, we examined this using merging lexical tone pairs, which are said to be
relatively more difficult to differentiate than non-merging lexical tone pairs even for native
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listeners. Our findings suggest that a musical advantage was seen among native listeners in
their perception but not in their production of these merging tone pairs.
We measured listeners’ perceptual ability using a discrimination and an identification
task in the present study since the tasks may partially rely on different levels of sensitivity
(e.g., the former measures lower-level acoustic sensitivity whereas the latter measures higherlevel phonological distinctions; Pisoni & Lazarus, 1974) and/or may be subjected to different
encoding variance (e.g., discrimination involves processing and integrating two stimuli, the
first of which would be subjected to decay, whereas identification only involves one stimulus;
Yisheng Xu, Gandour, & Francis, 2006). Moreover, for the discrimination task, we also
differentiated the discrimination of speech and non-speech stimuli, since non-speech stimuli
are generally easier to discriminate (Burnham et al., 2014). We found that regardless of task
and stimuli, musicians were more accurate in their perception, particularly for what appears
to be the most difficult tone pair (T23-T25) based on participants’ performance in both the
perceptual tasks. Musicians also identified the difficult tone pair more quickly than nonmusicians, suggesting that there was no speed-accuracy trade-off. Based on their confusion
matrices, musicians made fewer errors than non-musicians in identifying similar-contour tone
pairs, that is, the rising tone pair (T23-T25) and level tone pair (T22-T33). The fact that
musicians were more accurate at both rising and level tone pairs suggests that they were
sensitive to subtle changes in both pitch height and pitch direction. Our findings also revealed
that non-musicians were more biased to identify T23 as T25 when presented in isolation,
which may reflect the higher frequency of occurrence of T25 in Hong Kong Cantonese than
T23 (Leung et al., 2004). Non-musicians may need more context (e.g., additional speech
signal) or other acoustic cues (e.g., duration, amplitude, creaky voice, etc.) to help
disambiguate the two rising tones. Indeed, previous studies have demonstrated the
importance of other acoustic cues in the perception of lexical tones (e.g., Whalen & Xu,
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1992; K. M. Yu & Lam, 2014), though it should be noted that F0 is the dominant cue used in
tone perception and the contribution of the other cues is only secondary and may only be
helpful for specific tones (e.g., Lin & Repp, 1989; S. Liu & Samuel, 2004; Tong et al., 2015).
Nonetheless, it may be that a perceptual advantage among musicians may only be evident
when pitch information is the only cue available.
While previous studies have consistently demonstrated a positive effect of musicality
on lexical tone perception among non-native listeners (with and without tone language
experience), little has been done to investigate the effect of musicality on lexical tone
perception among native listeners. One previous study that is directly relevant to the work
reported herein reported no musical advantage among native listeners on their ability to
discriminate merging tone pairs (Mok & Zuo, 2012), which contradicts our perceptual
findings. The discrepancy may be due to several factors. First, it may be related to when the
data was collected, which would reflect different stages of the tone merger process. It is not
known precisely when the data for Mok and Zuo (2012) was collected but ours was collected
after theirs, that is, in 2013 and 2014. Thus, it may be that the difference between musicians
and non-musicians may be more apparent when the merging process is more advanced.
Alternatively, the discrepancy may be due to a larger sample size in the present study (n = 26
vs. n = 10 in each group), leading to a greater statistical power to detect a difference between
groups. The sample in Mok and Zuo (2012) also had a slightly higher overall discrimination
accuracy (mean ranging between 96-99%) than the present study (mean ranging between 9197%), which is likely due to idiosyncratic differences in the stimuli, and so the ceiling-like
performance in Mok and Zuo (2012) may have masked any subtle effect of musicianship on
native lexical tone perception. Indeed, as we have found, the musical advantage is
particularly evident for tone pairs that are difficult to differentiate.
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Our results of a positive transfer effect of musical experience to lexical tone
perception is in line with previous studies that have mostly investigated this with non-native
listeners (Alexander et al., 2005; Burnham et al., 2014; Cooper & Wang, 2010), which adds
to the growing evidence of the possibility of a shared pitch processing mechanism between
lexical tone and musical pitch (Besson et al., 2011; Patel, 2008). Our study has further
demonstrated that given lexical tone pairs that are difficult to perceive, musical experience
may provide a boost in their perceptual ability above and beyond their native linguistic
experience. This suggests that while musical experience and tone language experience may
not have an additive effect, as suggested in previous studies (Cooper & Wang, 2012; Maggu,
Wong, et al., 2018), musical experience may compensate where tone language experience
fails to facilitate listeners’ perception.
In contrast to perception, we did not observe any effect of musical experience on their
production of lexical tones, at least in terms of their pitch realization. Musicians’ and nonmusicians’ pitch contour and their excursion size (the difference between the local minimum
and maximum pitch) for each tone and their tonal space for each tone pair (as measured using
a quotient of the final portion for each tone pair) were similar. Thus, it appears that despite
being able to hear the difference between the merging tone pairs better, musicians produced
those tone pairs similarly as non-musicians, at least as indexed by our measures. We propose
several possibilities on the divergent results of perception and production below.
Firstly, the positive effect of musical experience may be limited to the domain on
which the musicians were trained. Whereas it is likely that most, if not all, musicians would
have extensive training in perceiving subtle pitch differences, not all musicians would receive
the same degree of training in vocal pitch production. To test this proposal, future research
should compare instrumental musicians, trained vocalists, and non-musicians on their
perception and production of lexical tones. If this proposal is true, then a musical benefit may
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be observed in perception for the instrumental musicians and trained vocalists whereas only
trained vocalists will show an advantage in production. Note, however, that a previous study
that compared English instrumentalists and vocalists failed to find any significant difference
in their Mandarin lexical tone production as judged by two native listeners (Kirkham et al.,
2011). Given the relatively small sample size in that comparison (n = 7 per group), care
should be taken in interpreting the null finding pending further studies to confirm with a
larger sample.
Secondly, the production task itself may have masked any observable group
differences. Though the production task used in the present study is commonly used in the
field, it is still relatively artificial in nature, which may lead participants to speak more
carefully and produce clear and unambiguous tones. This is in contrast to more natural
conversational speech, which is likely to be less precise in their production (Lindblom, 1990).
A musical advantage in perception but not in production may reflect that the
perception-production link for lexical tones may not be as tight as that suggested for
segments such as consonants and vowels (Diehl et al., 2004). Indeed, a growing body of
research seems to suggest a dissociation between the two abilities for lexical tones. For
instance, native Cantonese-learning children show a weak relationship in their lexical tone
perception and production ability (P. Wong & Leung, 2018). Among non-native adults,
training their tone production does not seem to improve their tone perception above and
beyond tone perception training alone (Lu et al., 2015). Our results are parallel to that found
among tone language listeners with congenital amusia (‘tone deafness’) who show typical
tone production despite impaired tone perception (F. Liu et al., 2016; Nan et al., 2010). If this
proposal is true, then lexical tones may indeed have different characteristics than consonants
and vowels (Burnham et al., 2011), which would merit further research on lexical tones.
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Similar to our divergent findings between perception and production, several studies
on sound change, including those on lexical tones, have also reported a dissociation between
the two abilities (e.g., Fung & Lee, 2019; Yu, 2007). For example, Mok, Zuo, and Wong
(2013) classified native Hong Kong Cantonese speakers as likely to be ‘tone mergerers’ and
‘non-tone mergerers’ impressionistically (i.e., based on screening their production of the six
Cantonese tones by the authors). The two groups, who were similar in age and gender
distribution (though the latter was not compared statistically), produced distinctive Cantonese
tones but the ‘tone mergerers’ were slower than the ‘non-tone mergerers’ at discriminating
Cantonese tones. Law, Fung, and Kung (2013) classified their participants as ‘tone
mergerers’ and ‘non-tone mergerers’ based on their performance on a perceptual task, and the
two groups were similar in their age and gender distribution (though this was not compared
statistically). They found that the ‘tone mergerers’ did not have a significant mismatch
negativity (MMN) response to Cantonese T21-T22 contrast that was seen among ‘non-tone
mergerers’, suggesting that the former could not discriminate the contrast, despite both
groups being able to produce all the Hong Kong Cantonese tones distinctively. It is still
unclear how these so-called ‘near mergers’ (Labov et al., 1972) only pose perceptual but not
production difficulty but their existence implies that perception and production abilities are
dissociable to a certain extent.
Drawing on the studies on lexical tone near mergers, and from our own findings, we
propose that the dissociation between perception and production ability may in part be
modulated by cognitive factors. Most, if not all, perceptual tasks (e.g., discrimination,
identification, etc.) involve cognitive processes to some extent (e.g., comparing two or more
memory traces to determine if they are similar or different; Heald & Nusbaum, 2014), or at
the least more so than production tasks (Loui et al., 2008). So, any difference in performance
between perception and production may be partly explained by individual differences in
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cognitive abilities. While we do not have any direct evidence for this, findings from previous
literature does seem to corroborate this claim. For example, tone mergerers and non-tone
mergerers in Mok et al. (2013) had similar performance on a perceptual task, but the former
was significantly slower in their response, which may reflect a more conscious, effortful
processing that might imply the use of top-down strategies and/or cognitive abilities to
compensate for performance. In Law et al. (2013), the tone mergerers had a weaker P3a
component, which is said to measure attentional switch, than non-tone mergerers when
perceiving lexical tone preattentively. These findings suggest that tone mergerers’ perception
may be constrained by their cognitive abilities. In terms of our own findings, musicians have
been reported to have enhanced cognitive abilities including abilities that are likely to be
important in perceptual tasks such as verbal memory, general intelligence, and executive
functions (see Schellenberg & Weiss, 2013, for a review). So if our proposal is true, then this
may explain their superior performance in perceiving lexical tones than non-musicians.
Another possibility for the dissociation between perception and production abilities may be
related to differences in the range of interindividual variations in pitch and non-pitch cues
(e.g., voice onset time (VOT), place of articulation, etc.). That is, whereas listeners will hear
various pitch ranges, even ones outside of their own pitch range, they are likely to hear nonpitch cues that are closer to their own range. To be sure, there are talker differences in the
production of non-pitch cues (e.g., voice onset time: Allen et al., 2003; Oh, 2011), but it may
be that these differences are smaller than those of pitch cues. Indeed, a previous study using a
corpus of spontaneous speech of American English found gender differences for pitch but not
for VOT (Syrdal, 1996), suggesting that at least in the gender dimension, the variation in
pitch is larger than in VOT between genders. These possibilities remain speculative and need
to be examined systematically. Prior to that, however, future research must first determine
conclusively that there is a dissociation between the two abilities for lexical tones.
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Sound change may be partly due to factors relating to speakers (Ohala, 1989, 1993),
such as variation in speech production and misperception, which may be due to acoustic
factors (e.g., failing to hear a difference between two similar sounds due to native language
interference) or sociolinguistic factors (e.g., to adopt a particular sound change to elevate
one’s status). While it is beyond the scope of the present study to pinpoint the reason(s) for
sound change in Hong Kong Cantonese, it is possible that genuine perceptual difficulties
partly contribute to the change, as native listeners’ behavioural performance on merging
tones correlated with the fidelity of their brainstem representations of merging tones (Maggu
et al., 2016). The source for this perceptual difficulty may be partly due to language contact
(Maggu, Zong, et al., 2018) and/or a genetic basis, given the direct association between a
genetic variant, APSM (rs41310927), and lexical tone perception, even after taking into
consideration of confounding factors such as musical experience and IQ (P. C. M. Wong et
al., 2020). Regardless, assuming that the sound change in Hong Kong Cantonese results from
genuine misperception/mispronunciation, our study provides an intriguing idea that
musicianship may help resist sound change, at least for the perception of difficult contrasts.
That is, extensive musical experience may provide veridical perception of lexical tones,
which may limit the merging of ambiguous tone pairs. Further work is necessary to determine
whether the tone merging phenomenon is indeed less likely among those with musical
experience, and if so, whether the effect is causative or correlational in nature.
In conclusion, we found that musical training provides native listeners with an
advantage in perceiving lexical tone contrasts that are undergoing sound change, particularly
those that are the most difficult to differentiate. This suggests that musical experience may
provide a boost in perception where linguistic experience may fail. Our findings raise the
possibility that musical experience may provide a buffer to help resist sound change, at least
in cases of phonemic mergers where the merging occurs due to a loss of distinction between
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sounds. Conversely, there was no musical advantage seen in the production of these merging
tones. Though this may be due to methodological reasons such as the type of musicians
examined and the production task, it may also be due to a weaker perception-production
relationship for lexical tones relative to consonants and vowels and/or due to individual
differences in cognitive abilities, which are likely to be more involved in perceptual rather
than production tasks. Future work is necessary to further understand this relationship and
how musical experience may modulate both abilities to deepen our knowledge of the
interaction between music and language.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1. Time-normalized F0 contours of the stimuli used.

Figure 2. d’ of each tone pair by stimuli tone and by group from the discrimination task.

Figure 3. Proportion correct (left) and reaction time (right) of each tone pair by group from
the identification task. Note that the reaction time plot is displayed using an untransformed
scale for easier interpretation.

Figure 4. Response distribution of each tone pair by group from the identification task.

Figure 5. Mean time-normalized F0 contours (in z-score normalized log F0) of the six
Cantonese tones by group. Shading represents 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 6. Tonal space quotient (left) of each tone pair and excursion size (right) of each tone
by group.
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